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Abstract— Internet of Things (IoT)plays a vital role in 

connecting the surrounding environmental things to the 

network and makes it easy to access those un-internet things 

from any remote location. Nowadays, people are facing 

problems in finding available parking slots in a city. In this 

studywe design a Smart Parking System (SPS) which helps 

the user to find the nearest parking area and provides 

information regarding the availability of parking slots in that 

respective parking area. This ensures on reducing the time in 

finding the parking slots and also it avoids the unnecessary 

travelling through filled parking lots. Which in turn reduces 

the fuel consumption and pollution. This paper introduces an 

algorithm that increases the efficiency of the current cloud-

based smart-parking system and develops a network 

architecture based on the Internet-of-Thing technology and it 

also calculates the user parking cost by considering the 

distance and the total number of free places in each car park. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The increase of population in metropolitancities has lead to 

the increased density of vehicles. This causes a problem for 

parking the vehicles which results in traffic congestion, 

driver frustration and air pollution. Visiting various public 

places during the peak hours leads to worst case of failing to 

find a parking slot. In the current Parking System people 

require more time and effort[1],[3]. Parking Guidance and 

Information (PGI) systems for better parking management is 

currently available. PGI systems present drivers with 

dynamic information on parking within controlled areas and 

direct them to vacant parking slots[2].  To resolve this 

parking issue with better performance the Internet-of-Things 

(IoT) Technology and a cloud-based Smart Parking Solution 

along with which Android application is been used. Since, 

many parking areas are considered and many users are 

booking for vehicle parking, their addresses will be 

periodically updated to a server which leads to heavy 

competition. So to reduce load on that server we are using 

cloud(public cloud). Through application user can book for 

a parking slot by filling the form which include name, email, 

mobile no., RFID-tag. A Radio Frequency Identification 

(RFID) tag is an electronic tag that exchanges data with a 

RFID reader. Here we are going to use active tag of RFID. 

While RFID’s actual uses were primarily for inventory 

tracking in retail environment, this technology has soon 

created a presence in many fields including easy gas 

payment, credit card replacement. Radio frequency 

Identification (RFID) is used to provide effective cost 

management by avoiding manual intervention[1]. Our 

proposed systems is to find out the status of the car park 

(where each car park is considered as an IoT network), 

vehicle GPS location, distance between car parking areas 

and number of free slots  will be transferred to the cloud 

server and any further changes regarding the slot allocation 

will be updated to the user. The user books a parking slot 

using android application on the smartphone. If there is an 

unavailability of the booked parking slot the user will be 

intimated about the new slot that is redirected through 

application. In this system cost for parking can be 

minimized because the cost is been calculated only when the 

vehicle is about to reach the parking area[1]. A security 

measure is implemented to ensure that the user does not 

misuse the application. 

II. RELATED WORK 

A. Cloud based Intelligent Transport System 

The advances in cloud computing and web of things (IoT) 

has provided a promising solution to resolve the challenges 

that are caused by the increasing transportation problems. 

This paper tends to give a unique multilayered 

transportation knowledge cloud platform by exploiting 

cloud computing and IoT technologies to overcome the 

challenges caused by the increasing transportation issues. 

This presents a novel multilayered vehicular data cloud 

platform by using cloud computing and IoT technologies 

[4]. Two innovative vehicular data cloud services which 

includes an intelligent parking cloud service and a vehicular 

data mining cloud service in the IoT environment are also 

presented. 

Modern vehicles are much advanced with sensors, 

actuators and communication devices which include mobile 

devices, GPS devices and embedded computers. 

In most of the vehicles, powerful sensing, 

networking, communication, and processing capabilities are 

possessed explicitly and it can exchange information with 

other vehicles using external environments over different 

communication protocols like TCP/IP, SMTP, WAP etc,. 

Thus, it leads to several innovative services like remote 

security for disabling engine and remote identification, used 

to provide drivers’ safety and good services. The advances 

in cloud computing and Internet of Things have provided a 

promising chance in the increasing transportation problems, 

like traffic congestion, and vehicle safety[4]. 

1) Advantage: 

1) It has the ability to provide Automobile service. 

2) It provides better cloud computing. 

2) Disadvantage: 

1) It has challenges for the increasing transportation 

problems. 

2) Automated car parking system commanded by 

android application  

This paper has proposed a design of an Automated 

Car Parking System commanded by an Android application 

that regulates the number of cars to be parked on designated 

parking area by automating the Parking and Un parking of 

the car with the help of Commands of an Android 

Application. Some existing systems shows that the level of 

automation in them is limited only to features like Number 

plate extraction, Comparison based on Snapshots of parking 

spaces, processing of images or Mechanical lifts in case of 
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multilevel parking. Our system aims to reduce the human 

intervention to the minimal, by automating the process of 

car parking. This in turn would prove to be useful in 

reducing the time required for search of free parking space 

by manually driving through multiple slots. The automation 

in the car is achieved by means of feature of Path Tracing 

using Sensors. 

In various occasions when we visit various public 

places like Shopping malls, 5-star and 7-star hotels, 

multiplex cinema halls etc, the difficulty at these places is 

finding the availability of parking space. Most of the times 

we end up searching for free space for parking which is 

time-consuming. Thus this situation calls for the need of an 

automated parking system which not only regulates parking 

in a given area but also minimizes the manual intervention.  

This system has two units 1) Car Control Unit. 2) Parking 

Control Unit. The Parking Control Unit is controlled by the 

Android device having the Android application, installed[5]. 

The communication between the Car and the Parking is 

responsible for the overall movement of the car as per data 

received from the Parking Unit. When a car arrives at the 

entrance, it will be stopped at the main gate and the driver 

de-boards the car. The user commands the Parking Control 

Unit to check the Status of available Parking slots, through 

an SMS using android application in his android device. On 

receiving this command, free slot is searched and 

corresponding information is provided to the user, by means 

of SMS.If the availability of Parking space is confirmed, the 

user commands the car to get parked to the designated slot. 

The car traces its path to the entrance of the parking area.  

Here, it waits and the details required for parking of car at 

the proper slot are communicated to the Car Control Unit. 

On receiving the information, the car will further trace its 

path to free parking slot.On successful parking, the data on 

the LCD will be updated automatically. For retrieval 

purpose, the user commands “Unpark”, through the Android 

Application. On reception of this SMS, the car begins to 

trace back the path to the entrance, where the car driver is 

waiting. Thus this system proves to be useful for the purpose 

of the car parking automation and thereby helps to reduce 

the car driver’s time, as the searching of the free parking 

space is handled by the Parking Control Unit[5]. The 

proposed system is represented as follows: 

 
Fig. 1: System Architecture 

3) Advantage: 

 It has the ability to provide automated Parking 

System. 

 It’s simple and based on Android Application. 

4) Disadvantage: 

 Its choices are frequently more expensive than 

those of the cost-aware approach. 

B. Android based Smart Parking System using Slot 

Allocation and Reservations 

Increase in usage of vehicles and increase in population, it 

has become a tough task of parking the car particularly 

during busiest hours of the day. During peak hours most of 

the reserved parking area gets full and this leaves the user to 

search for their parking among other parking area which 

creates more traffic and leaves them with no indication on 

availability of parking space. In this paper has considered 

the reservation of parking slot with optimal parking space 

which depends on cost and time. Cost function should also 

combine with the parking cost and proximity to the 

destination. The time driven sequence method is used which 

solves the problem of parking using slot allocation method. 

This paper proposed an android application, which is used to 

implement a prototype of Smart Parking System based on 

Reservation (SPSR) that allows drivers to effectively find 

and reserve the vacant parking spaces with the help of IoT 

(Internet of Things) with slot allocation method and 

performs automatic billing process[3]. Some features of the 

proposed system are: 

1) It guides drivers in finding available parking 

spaces near them. 

2) Less number of drivers searching to park the 

vehicle thus reduces the traffic congestion. 

3) It avoids air pollution & global warming. 

4) It is Scalable, robust and reliable. 

5) It reduces the driver stress and also provides tools 

to optimize the parking space management. 

6) It accurately finds out the vehicle occupancy in 

real time. 

C. The Intelligent Parking Reservation Management 

System Based On Zigbee Technology 

With fast development of economy and the improvement of 

city modernization level, traffic congestion and parking 

have become serious social problems due to explosive 

growth of per capita amount of vehicle. So this paper has 

put forward the design and implementation of smart parking 

system trying to solve the parking problem. The bottom part 

of this system is composed ofZigBee network which sends 

pressure information to PC through a coordinator and then 

update database. The application layer quickly gets the 

parking information through the Internet, and it makes use 

of Web service to gather all the scattered parking 

information to provide convenience to the people who want 

to get a parking position. 

Parking problem has become more and more 

universal among most cities in our country, this not only 

disturbed most motorists and the broad masses of 

pedestrians, at the same time it also caused great impact on 

public transport and urban order. However, drivers still 

cannot achieve parking information in time even if there is 

enough parking space available. Researches on how to solve 

the parking problems have great relationship to the people's 

quality of life and building of a harmonious society, so 

obtaining parking information timely and providing empty 

parking space information is of great social significance[7]. 

1) Advantage: 

 It has strong database. 

 It’s simple and based on android.  
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2) Disadvantage: 

 It uses choices that are more expensive. 

III. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS 

Parameters of 

Comparison 

Cloud based 

intelligent Transport 

System 

Automated Car 

Parking System 

using Android 

Application 

Android Based Smart 

Parking System using slot 

allocation and reservations 

Intelligent Parking 

reservation management 

system using ZigBee 

technology 

Automation No Yes No No 

Parking 

method 

Vehicular networks, 

cloud computing 

Path tracing using 

sensors 
Slot allocation algorithm ZigBee Technology 

System 
Intelligent Transport 

system 
Parking System Smart Parking System 

Intelligent Parking 

reservation management 

System 

Table 1: Comparison on Automation, Parking method and system 

IV. CONCLUSION 

This study proposes a parking system that improves the 

performance by reducing the number of users who fail in 

finding a parking space and minimizing the costs of moving 

to the parking space. The result of our system is toreduce the 

average waiting time, total time of each vehicle in parking 

lot. The simulation of our system finally finds a free parking 

space. In our future study, we will consider the security 

measure for the use of android application as well as 

implement our system in large scale. 
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